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THROWING
SHAPES
Olafur Eliasson’s mirror artwork,
No future is without a past, at the
new Bloomberg European HQ in
the City of London. See Light+Tech
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HACEL
Designed and manufactured in the
UK by Hacel, the exclusive Explora
Halo LED Pendant luminaire is the
artistic choice for producing a
lighting statement. Displaying a
homogenous halo of enlightened
luminance, the Explora showcases
a translucent yet reflective design.
Offering direct and indirect
lighting, the Explora Halo is
available in three sizes and
allows for flexibility in creating
inspirational mixed compositions
or used as a single, sophisticated
focal point to optimise surrounding
architecture. As part of the Explora
range, Linear Pendants and Wall
Lights are also available. hacel.co.uk

ONE FOOT TALLER
Pictured in hair salon Intuition Coiffure, the Ethel
6-Drop Suspension creates a magical glowing
feature in the centre of the boutique space.
Contemporary lighting designer, One Foot
Taller has created the suspended lighting to be
adaptable with long spaced-out drops for very
high spaces, or 1200mm total drop for rounder
central features. The spiral formation offers
added visual interest with a different look and
light depending on your vantage point within
the room. One Foot Taller can produce bespoke
larger installations with cable or rigid drops,
in a variety of finishes to suit the interior.
onefoottaller.com

ASTRO
Can is a simple, clean design
that complements the space
around it, offering both black
and white finishes by using
an interchangeable bezel. Can
produces glare-free illumination
as a result of a dedicated recessed
LED, with a fully adjustable head to
direct light just where it is needed.
Spotlight options in the collection
cover a range of applications
including recessed, track (two
options available) and surface
mounted variants.
astrolighting.com

JOHN CULLEN LIGHTING
Our new miniature 40 downlight
range is our punchiest and most
compact to date with an
impressive size to performance
ratio. A miniaturised version of our
renowned 69mm bezel downlight
range (Polespring, Waterspring
etc), the 40 range is 15% smaller
with a bezel of just 59mm yet
delivers virtually the same level
of luminaire lumens. It is over 35%
smaller in volume with a reduced
depth of 64mm, allowing
specification in more spatially
demanding environments. The 40
range includes trim or trimless,
flush or recessed, square or round
and IP or non-IP rated variants to
ensure suitability within a wide
range of applications.
johncullenlighting.com

FUTURE DESIGNS
POLA from FUTURE Designs a versatile new
range for surface recessed ceiling or wall
mounting. This powerful range is available
in 300mm and 450 mm diameters. POLA is
available in various lumen outputs and colour
temperatures. Emergency versions available.
Links with lighting control systems and power
other ethernet. Low and easy maintenance.
futuredesigns.co.uk

